USE THE NEW IDEAL BULLDOG

Greenkeepers, charged with the responsibility of keeping courses in the best possible condition, have for years standardized on IDEAL equipment. Designed for durability and economical operation Bulldog gang mowers produce results that win the acclaim of the Greens Committee. They cut large areas faster and with fewer men.

Available in 3, 5, 7 and 9 gangs, interchangeable. Seven- or five-blade units optional. “Bulldog” units have drop-forged ring gears, cut steel pinion gears, one-piece steel roller, chrome-nickel steel double-edged bottom knife, and heavy chrome-nickel steel reels. Units may be lifted off the ground for speedy transportation over the roughest areas.

A copy of the new 1938 catalog of mowing equipment for golf courses should be in your files for ready reference. Write for your copy today.

IDEAL POWER LAWN MOWER CO.

446 Kalamazoo Street, Lansing, Michigan

New York Branch:
12 HARRISON STREET
New Rochelle, N. Y.

Canadian Distributors:
AIKENHEAD HARDWARE, Ltd.
12 Temperance St., Toronto, Ont.
SMART budget committees sidestep the “hook” of low price when buying golf course hose.

They deliberately select Goodyear’s famous Emerald Cord® Hose—even though it costs a bit more. For they know this fine hose will deliver many extra seasons of satisfactory service. Which is just another way of saying that it actually costs less than ordinary hose in the long run.

Emerald Cord Hose has a thick cover of tough rubber especially compounded to resist cracking and splitting when exposed to the hot sun. And its stout carcass is reinforced with strong, double-braided cotton cords to protect against the strains of yanking, kinking and twisting.

Tell your supply house you want Emerald Cord Hose, next time, and slice dollars from your maintenance budget!

*Trade-mark of The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company

THE GREATEST NAME IN RUBBER

GOODYEAR

EMERALD CORD HOSE

BUCKNER MANUFACTURING CO.
FRESNO, CALIFORNIA
7658 So. Calumet Ave. Chicago, Ill. 7280 Melrose Avenue Los Angeles, Calif.

BURY ME NOT ON A LONE PRAIRIE

Protect YOUR COURSE with NuREXFORM or GRASSELLI LEAD ARSENATE

- It's the “swan song” for grubs and worms when Grasselli or NuRexform Lead Arsenate is applied to greens and fairways.
- Both of these lead arsenates are high in killing power and easy to apply - can be used as a spray or dust.
- Order a supply of Grasselli or NuRexform Lead Arsenate and keep your course free of unsightly damage.
- Our new Grub Control folder contains complete directions for use . . . send for your copy today.

E. I. DU PONT DE NEMOURS & CO., INC. GRASSELLI CHEMICALS DEPARTMENT
Wilmington Delaware
You Push a Button to Raise the Sickle on the New **BULLET** Tractor

The most interesting development of the current year is the new Toro Bullet streamlined tractor with sickle bar that is controlled by a push button.

Note the freedom from unwieldy, inconvenient levers and the cleanness of design.

Up to the present the average sickle bar machine has been covered with a veritable forest of various size levers. In the new Bullet a button on the dash does it all.

The bar is raised by hydraulic power, using the storage battery and a starter motor. It is as simple as rolling off a log.

The new Bullet has another good feature and that is the bar cuts at any angle from 90 degrees above to 45 below horizontal. This means that you can cut steep banks.

You are going to see a good many of these new tractors on prominent golf clubs this year. Keep your eye out for their beautiful, sleek appearance—and if you want to know more about them now, send for our new 32 page catalog.

*Write for Our Catalog*

**TORO MANUFACTURING CORPORATION**

**MINNEAPOLIS**
for BROWN PATCH

An organic mercury compound. Will not shock or discolor turf. Constantly improved during the last six years, its efficiency has now been increased to a marked degree. Product of Curex, Inc.

for BROWN PATCH

Especially designed for light applications during midsummer. Contains plant food element for quick comeback after Brown Patch attack. Use with safety even before your most important tournament. Product of Curex, Inc.

KILLS ANTS!

A 32 oz. can of viscous liquid with special applicator costs only $5. Order from your supply house now, and plan to use Magikil Golf Club Ant-Bait during the season. Product of Lethelin Products Co., Inc.

for Better Control of BROWN PATCH

A calomel corrosive sublimate mixture containing a special activating ingredient increasing efficiency of both materials; very voluminous; wide margin of safety when applied either wet or dry.

for Turf DISEASE CONTROL

Used for many years from coast to coast by leading Greenkeepers to control large Brown Patch, Dollar Spot and Snow-mold on golf greens and fine lawns.

Your regular dealer can supply you. Write for literature covering the use of the above products.

The WOOD-RIDGE MANUFACTURING CO., INC.
Wood Ridge, New Jersey

*Registered U. S. Patent Office.

EVERYBODY’S FAVORITE!

TORO PONY

The Toro Hand Putting Green Mower with a fine fifteen year reputation is now equipped with a 1/2 H. P. motor to drive the reel.

The complete unit, weighing only 90 pounds, does a beautiful job of cutting and is easily handled at a definite saving in time and energy.

TORO Manufacturing Corporation
Minneapolis, Minn.

JAPANESE YEW

THE ARISTOCRAT OF EVERGREENS

2 to 2 1/2 Feet
High. Balled and Burlapped

$5.00 F.O.B.
Fort Wayne, Ind.

Evergreens
Our Specialty

Catalogue on Request

REAM NURSERY
FORT WAYNE, IND. R. 2
Make Your Course Famous For Turf Health With Less Time And Labor — Use ROTOTILLER

FOR PUTTING GREENS that stay spring-time fresh and thriving all season long and for fairways, patch-free, evenly grassed and thriving, use Rototiller — you’ll get these better results with less time and less labor.

ENGINE DRIVEN, fast revolving tines tear up the ground, doing the work of plow, disc and harrow, in one operation — doing it far better. Once over, it prepares a deep, finely pulverized, completely aerated putting green foundation — fertilizer worked in evenly from top to bottom — ready for planting. And there is no packing down as fast as it’s loosened up, no hand-raking necessary.

EQUIPPED WITH “MAJOR BUTT’S GOLF COURSE DISCS,” ROTOTILLER cuts clean, sharp, narrow slits in the turf, deep enough for ideal aeration, moisture penetration and fertilization. With field-mower attachment, it cuts the rough, 42 inches wide at 3 miles an hour. Otherwise, you’ll find any number of jobs to keep your ROTOTILLER busy... eliminating quack grass, weeding, tilling and cultivating club-house vegetable gardens.

FREE BOOKLETS — Profusely illustrated. Please mention approximate areas of greens, fairways and cultivated ground so we can send correct information. Also, let us arrange a demonstration which takes but a few minutes. Address Dept. K-2.

GOLF REQUISITES

Send for 1939 GOLF CATALOG free on request—contains information on turf maintenance, as well as a complete list of Golf Requisites, Fertilizers, Insecticides, Sprinkling and Irrigation Equipment, and Grass Seed.

SEND FOR YOUR COPY NOW

TIMELY TURF TIPS

MANURE SUBSTITUTES LACK ORGANIC NITROGEN

Many clubs, hard pressed for suitable manure, turn to peat and other related humus substitutes. Because peat contains 2 to 4 percent nitrogen, they conclude that organic nitrogen fertilizers are no longer needed on greens. This fallacy has retarded acceptance of these manure substitutes.

By stimulating growth of soil organisms, peat actually increases rather than decreases need for supplementary nitrogen. Unless nitrogen level is sufficient to support both grass and micro-organisms, these fast growing soil inhabitants, stimulated by the peat, appropriate every bit of nitrogen. Then grass exhibits acute symptoms of nitrogen deficiency, despite seemingly generous rates of fertilization. Furthermore, the nitrogen of peat is quite inert; hence, in the face of this dual need, is of little value to sustain grass and support soil organisms.

So unless the fertilizer program includes the use of true and dependable organic fertilizer, such as MILORGANITE, those who turn to peat as the answer to dwindling manure supplies, are doomed to disappointment.

Tell us about your Turf Problem. The facilities and services of our Soil Testing Laboratory and Field Agronomists are at your disposal, within reasonable limitations.

Turf Service Bureau
THE SEWERAGE COMMISSION
Milwaukee Wisconsin

GOLF CLUBS use more MILORGANITE than any other FERTILIZER

JUNE, 1939
TWO UNUSUAL SPRINKLERS

The Spray Wave shown above, swings a huge fan of fine gentle rain, watering uniformly and slowly. Waters up to 40 x 50 ft. area. For tees, club house grounds and seeded ground, it has no equal. Price $17.50.

FOR TEES—This concealed head waters a diameter of 50, 60, 80 or 100 feet. Buried in the ground. Pops up when watering. Disappears when not in action. Price, 50 foot coverage, $7.50. Investigate the wide variety of Skinner Irrigation equipment... a sprinkler for every purpose.

The SKINNER IRRIGATION CO. 415 Canal St. Troy, Ohio
The famous Worthington Cutting Unit gives you more beautiful fairways and better lies

Every Worthington Cutting Unit is sturdily built to give you years of satisfactory, economical service. Gears are accurately machine-cut and there is a separate train of gears for each driving ground wheel. Gear housings are dust, sand and greaseproof, and require greasing only twice a year, knives are adjusted quickly and easily by hand — no tools required — time and labor-saving features exclusive with Worthington.

Another exclusive Worthington Gang Mower feature is the spring holding the cutting unit firmly to the ground without increasing the dead-weight and draft. This gives an evener, smoother cut without the bobbing and jumping that makes ridges in the grass.

Worthington Cutting Units are equipped throughout with the highest quality ball and roller bearings, insuring lowest friction and wear — and minimum draw-bar “drag.”

Thousands of golf courses all over the world rely on Worthington for more efficient golf course maintenance at less cost. In the last 15 years, 46 out of 60 golf courses on which the British, Canadian and United States Open and the United States Amateur Championships have been played, used Worthington equipment.

Tear out and mail this coupon today for handsome, new illustrated 26-page Golf Catalog.

Worthington Mower Co.
Stroudsburg, Pa., Dept. G/E.

( ) Please send catalog on your equipment at no obligation.

Name..................................................................................................................

Address.............................................................................................................

City..................................................State.................................................
ATTENTION—you business men

If Golf is your business, of course you’re well acquainted with the Lytton Bldg.—the golf trade buying headquarters of the world! Yes, the world! There are, by a wide margin, more golf tenants with 14 E. Jackson Blvd. as their address, than any other building can boast. These firms ‘cash in’ on the drawing power and the consequent greater business that this location gives them.

BUT IN ADDITION —

The Lytton Building is an all-around ‘good building to be in’. It’s at the ‘Hub’ of the better business locations in Chicago’s loop. Rents are reasonable, suites are conveniently arranged, there’s every transportation facility, and there’s not a better maintained building anywhere. Give us a call—we will be pleased to show what we can do for you.

LYTTON BUILDING

Golf’s Most Famous Address

14 E. JACKSON BLVD. CHICAGO

PAGE FENCE

PRIVACY THAT PAYS

A PAGE-fenced golf course attracts the highest type of membership; develops revenues from tournaments and exhibition play. PAGE FENCE means privacy that pays.

Write for complete information and name of nearest associated PAGE FENCE distributor—one of 92 long-experienced members maintaining an expert consulting, cost estimating and fence erecting service.

PAGE FENCE ASSOCIATION
Dept. GM6, Bridgeport, Connecticut
America’s First Wiro Fence — Since 1883.

When you are TREATING FOR BROWN PATCH, KILLING WEEDS, or APPLYING SOLUBLE FERTILIZER will you do it the quick, cheap, easy, modern way with an improved stepped-up time saving PERFECTION ONE-MAN PROPORTIONER or will you do it the slow, hard, expensive, old-fashioned way?

ORDER YOURS NOW AND SAVE FOR SPRINKLERS

Demand the Original, large coverage, even distribution, lower pressure, lower priced, Reliable, Patented, Old Line PERFECTION SPRINKLERS.

Dealers everywhere or write PERFECTION SPRINKLER CO. Plymouth, Michigan, U. S. A.
FUNGOL
SAFEST BROWN PATCH CONTROL
QUICK ACTION
TIME TESTED
POWERFUL TURF FUNGICIDE
AND VERMICIDE

Why can this powerful Fungol be so much for your greens?

Talk to any Fungol user. Ask the men, who up to now, have tried other fungicides. They'll tell you they never used any Brown Patch control that could do so much as time tested Fungol.

Fungol is different. Nothing approaches it for combatting Large and Small Brown Patch, Snow Mold, etc.

McCLAIN BROTHERS COMPANY, CANTON, OHIO

THIS IS THE WAY MODERN
Golf Clubs KEEP MOWERS SHARP!

A Post Card Will Bring Complete Information Without Obligation . . .

Every Greens Committee will welcome the good news the Peerless Mower Sharpener brings—that all cutting units are in perfect condition—that this year your Fairways will be the envy of Clubs for miles around. The PEERLESS sharpens all makes of power mowers and tractor units in half the time taken by ordinary methods. Attach to light socket. Simple to operate as A B C. Get the facts today. Send postal . . .

THE FATE-ROOT-HEATH CO.
409 Bell St.
PLYMOUTH, OHIO

MANUFACTURERS OF THE Silver King GOLF COURSE TRACTOR
There's Profit in Prestige!
That's Why America's Smart Clubs Give Pabst the Play

You too, can build up your prestige...can get the smart crowd coming your way. Serve the beer that spells CLASS to every customer... PABST Blue Ribbon

• More and more of America's truly smart restaurants, hotels, clubs, and lounges are featuring Pabst Blue Ribbon. They find it pays to serve this famous beer, because it pleases guests, and brings them back for more. Your customers, too, will like its delightfully refreshing action... for Pabst is lighter, brighter, brisk-bodied, not logy. Your customers know it's the beer of prestige...the Class of them all! So make Pabst your password to greater prestige...and greater profits!

Here are a few of the smart places that feature Pabst:
St. Regis Hotel, Waldorf Astoria Hotel, El Morocco and Stork Club in New York; Mayflower Hotel, Washington; Roney-Plaza Hotel, Miami Beach; Greenbrier Hotel, White Sulphur Springs; Ambassador Hotel, Chicago; Santa Anita, California; Royal Hawaiian, Hawaii.

Copyright 1939, Pabst Sales Company, Chicago